
Job Site ProtectionIntact Inland Marine

In the highly competitive construction business, the last thing you need is to have your equipment or materials 
stolen. Theft is a prevalent problem in the industry, with millions of dollars worth of equipment and materials 
stolen every year. Intact Inland Marine has joined forces with tattletale to offer extra layers of protection  
against this threat. By working with tattletale, our policyholders can hinder thieves and greatly reduce the 
chance of stolen equipment or materials on a job site. 

Who is tattletale?

tattletale has been protecting some of the nations most protected assets for more than 15 years. Companies such as Turner 
Construction and American Electric Power rely on tattletale’s unbeatable technology to protect high-value construction sites 
and the nation’s power grid. Government Agencies like the U.S. Navy, Ohio Bureau of Criminal investigation and NASA use 
tattletale’s customizable wireless capability to monitor assets on land and at sea, utilize its stealth technology on high priority 
undercover operations and protect valuable instruments and technology for the space program. With no phone line to cut 
and a completely tamper-proof base unit, contractors know their job site and equipment are provided with an adequate level 
of security.

How tattletale Works 

The tattletale commercial base unit is a portable, wireless, and cellular based alarm system that has a wireless range of a  
1/2 mile and is completely tamper proof. 

tattletale owners can add up to 500 sensors to each base unit protecting assets in any condition. Choose from a variety of 
environmental sensors including motion, outdoor, fire and water sensors to protect anything, anywhere, anytime.

tattletale is a very dependable and flexible alarm system. Just plug the unit in and your most valued assets are protected in  
60 seconds.

In a few simple steps, you can have your base unit protecting your job site with wireless protection. Additional sensors are 
available allowing you to customize your system and ensuring that you’re always protected from intrusion, property and 
environmental damage.

Special Policyholder Pricing

As a Intact Inland Marine policyholder, tattletale security equipment can be purchased at preferred pricing of 20% off their 
regular retail price.
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This material is intended as a general description of certain types of insurance coverages and services. Coverages and availability 
vary by state; exclusions and deductibles may apply. Please refer to your insurance policy or consult with your independent insurance 
advisor for specific information about coverages, terms and conditions. Some coverage may be written by a surplus lines insurer 
through a licensed surplus lines broker. Surplus lines insurers do not generally participate in state guaranty funds and insureds are 
therefore not protected by such funds.

Visit intactspecialty.com/inland-marine for more information or contact your local agent.

Risk Control Contact

For more information on tattetale please contact: 

Rich Triplett 
Intact Inland Marine 
781.332.8575, 
rtriplett@intactinsurance.com 

 

tattletale Contact

To reach out to tattletale directly, contact:

Geno DeStefanis 
tattletale 
614.540.7233 Direct 
gdestefanis@tattletale.com

About Intact Insurance Specialty Solutions

Throughout the United States, Intact Insurance Specialty Solutions’ underwriting companies offer a broad range of specialty insurance products through 
independent agencies, regional and national brokers, wholesalers and managing general agencies. Each business is managed by an experienced team of 
specialty insurance professionals focused on a specific customer group or industry segment, and providing distinct products and tailored coverages and services. 
Targeted solutions include group accident and health; commercial and contract surety; entertainment; environmental; excess property; financial institutions; 
financial services; inland marine; management liability; ocean marine; public entities; technology; and tuition refund. For further information about U.S. products 
and services visit: intactspecialty.com. 

Intact Insurance Specialty Solutions is the marketing brand for the insurance company subsidiaries of Intact Insurance Group USA LLC, a member of Intact 
Financial Corporation (TSX: IFC), the largest provider of property and casualty insurance in Canada and a leading specialty insurance carrier in North America. 
The insurance company subsidiaries of Intact Insurance Group USA LLC include Atlantic Specialty Insurance Company, a New York insurer, Homeland Insurance 
Company of New York, a New York insurer, Homeland Insurance Company of Delaware, a Delaware insurer, OBI America Insurance Company, a Pennsylvania 
insurer, OBI National Insurance Company, a Pennsylvania insurer, and The Guarantee Company of North America USA, a Michigan insurer. Each of these 
insurers maintains its principal place of business at 605 Highway 169 N, Plymouth, MN 55441, except The Guarantee Company of North America USA, which is 
located at One Towne Square, Southfield, MI 48076. For information about Intact Insurance Specialty Solutions products and services available in Canada, visit: 
intactspecialty.ca and for information about Intact Financial Corporation, visit: intactfc.com.
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